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PURPOSE	  

BACKGROUND	  

• With the advancement of medical imaging, software and three-dimensional
printers, there is an evolving role for 3D printing in the medical profession,
including:
• Surgical planning
• Customized implant design
• Anatomy education

• Because of their complexity, triplane fractures of the distal tibia can be
particularly challenging for orthopaedic trainees to master

• 3D printed models allow trainees to utilize the sense of touch when
creating mental replicas of fractures, which likely enhances their
understanding of complex interfragmentary spatial relationships

• Triplane fractures therefore offer an ideal opportunity for investigating the
use of 3D printing as an educational adjunct for orthopaedic residents
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Figure 2.  3D print of a three-part triplane 
fracture, disassembled and assembled. 

Please circle the number that BEST reflects your level of agreement with the following statements: 

1. I feel comfortable making a surgical plan for adolescent triplane fractures.

Strongly Disagree       Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

             1               2      3      4         5 

Figure 3.  Sawbones model of a triplane fracture, pre- 
and post-fixation.

CT images of 3 adolescent transitional 
ankle fractures were exported from 
Synapse into Mimics (Materialise 
Interactive Medical Image Control 
System). Using this image processing 
software, the fracture fragments were 
carefully segmented from the imported 
CT images and converted into a 3D 
mesh.  The generated stl. files for each 
object were ultimately exported to Z-
Print software and printed in a 1:1 ratio 
using a ZCorp 450 (3DSystems, Rock 
Hill, SC) plaster powder printer. After 
printing, the models were post-
processed to enhance durability.  

Tibial sawbones models 
(Synthes, West Chester, 
PA) were cut with a 
microsagittal saw and the 
two pieces reassembled 
with silicone to imitate the 
growth plate.  The 
“skeletally immature” 
sawbones models were 
then re-cut to produce a 
three-part triplane fracture. 

The study hypothesis was that the 
use of 3D printed models as part of 
a comprehensive educational 
program would result in improved 
orthopaedic resident confidence 
and performance treating 
transitional ankle injuries such as 
triplane fractures in adolescent 
patients. 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the ability of 3D 
printing to improve orthopaedic resident education. 

Figure 1.  Example of resident self-assessment by Likert scale. 

• Both study and control groups demonstrated significant
improvement in testing scores following the educational
session (p<0.01).

• There were trends toward greater improvement in testing 
scores and higher sawbones score for the study group,
although these did not achieve statistical significance.

• Only residents in the study group demonstrated
statistically significant increases in Likert scores
(p<0.05).
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• The use of 3D printed models of pediatric transitional
ankle fractures as part of a teaching module for
orthopaedic residents resulted in significant
improvements in self-reported confidence managing
these complex injuries.

• By enhancing resident education in this fashion, 3D
printing may ultimately result in improvements in the
safety, quality and value of care provided to patients with
triplane fractures.

• 3D printing is an evolving technology
• It will become increasingly less expensive and easy to

produce prints 
• 3D printing requires multidisciplinary teams

• Including orthopaedic surgery, radiology
• 3D printing is unlikely to replace traditional teaching modalities

but may be used as a safe, effective adjunct
• A comprehensive musculoskeletal training curriculum based

upon 3D-printed fracture models may be devised that is
inexpensive, reproducible and easily portable nationally and
internationally

• 16 orthopaedic residents were randomized to either study or control group.
• Each participant took a self-assessment test designed to evaluate knowledge 

of transitional ankle fractures.
• Evaluation of trainee self-confidence in treating these injuries was done

using a 5-point Likert scale for 6 questions.
• All residents were then given the opportunity to attend lectures, read a

textbook chapter and review representative CT images of triplane fractures.
• The study group additionally had the opportunity to manually manipulate 3D-

printed models of representative triplane fractures.
• All participants re-took the self-assessment tests.
• All participants performed reduction and fixation of a sawbones triplane

fracture model.  Completed sawbones were graded by 3 pediatric
orthopaedic surgeons.

• Paired t-tests were used to determine between-groups differences for
performance on written and practical assessments and Likert responses.




